FARMALL® A SERIES TRACTORS
110 – 140 RATED HP

INTRODUCTION
2

ONE MULTI-TASKER DESERVES ANOTHER.
You’re doing it all – from field to feedlot – but you wouldn’t be anywhere else, doing anything else. Case IH understands. That’s why Case IH
created the Farmall A series. These tractors are tough, reliable, remarkably versatile and an excellent value. The easy-to-use controls allow you
to get in and go, and the comfortable operator environment makes a long day seem shorter. Not that you’re in any hurry to go inside.

MODEL		

CYLINDERS

Farmall 110A 		
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RATED POWER (HP)		
110		

Turbocharged/Intercooled

ASPIRATION

Farmall 120A		

4

118		

Turbocharged/Intercooled

Farmall 125A 		

6

125		

Turbocharged/Intercooled

Farmall 125A 		

6

140		

Turbocharged/Intercooled
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OPERATOR ENVIRONMENT

COMFORT COMES STANDARD.
Hundreds of hours of research go into making long days seem shorter, controls seem more natural and chores seem less
challenging in Case IH equipment. Farmall A series tractors continue the long-standing Farmall commitment, putting
a high priority on operator comfort and productivity.

ENJOY THE VIEW. Choose a Farmall A series ROPS tractor for an outstanding level of visibility and a lower base investment.

CLIMATE-CONTROLLED COMFORT.

HAVE A SEAT.

Comfort doesn’t have to break the bank.

An iso-mounted cab with a large

The Farmall A series cab platform keeps the

operator platform helps reduce the

elements out, while delivering the visibility you

impact of rough terrain and provide

need to get the job done.

a more comfortable ride. Enjoy the
standard contoured seat pictured
here or opt for an air suspension seat.
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FARMALL A CAB SHOWN

A EASY ACCESS TO SIMPLE TO USE CONTROLS
B WELL-PLACED, EASY-TO-READ GAUGES
C OPTIONAL AIR SUSPENSION SEAT
D SPACIOUS OPERATOR PLATFORM
E SHOCK AND NOISE-ABSORBING FLOOR MATS
B

A

D

E

C

WORK DAY & NIGHT.
Ample front and rear lighting is standard on Farmall A series equipment to help you finish up
those last few items on your list before the end of the day.
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ENGINE

POWERFUL ECONOMY.
Farmall A tractors are powered by fuel efficient turbocharged, intercooled engines that will work reliably in all conditions. The Farmall A
will power efficiently through every task you give it, be it roadside mowing, loading, tilling or haying. These tough, versatile tractors will
consistently deliver a flawless performance in the toughest conditions, keeping your costs down.

ALL THE HORSEPOWER YOU NEED.

NON-STOP WORK.

The turbocharged FPT engines powering

With Farmall A tractors, you won’t waste time refuelling. With the large fuel tank (150 litres for

Farmall A tractors (4 cylinder, 4.5 l for the

4-cylinder and 235 litres for 6-cylinder models), you can work long days nonstop. And when you do need

110A and 120A; 6 cylinder, 6.7 l for the

to refuel, it is a job quickly done, with the easily accessible side-mounted fuel tank under the operator

125A and 140A) are carefully tuned for fuel

platform.

efficiency and long life. The grid heaters will
ensure they start reliably even in the coldest
of mornings.
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The transmissions are designed to match the tough, reliable character of Farmall A tractors. Easy and intuitive to use as only Case IH
can be, the new, shuttle lever mounted on the column puts control on direction changes at your fingertips while you can comfortably
select gear and range with the levers to your right. A high speed 40 kph option or a four-speed creeper option will enable you to tailor
your transmission exactly to the job at hand.

TRANSMISSIONS AND ENGINE

TAILOR MADE TRANSMISSIONS.

SMOOTH OPERATOR.
Whatever your choice, Farmall A transmissions unfailingly deliver smooth shifting, are
easy to use and ergonomically placed. You can go for the standard 8x8 clutchless power
shuttle, the 8x8 Synchro mechanical option with mechanical reverser or the optional 16x8
power shuttle with hi-lo gear selection in every range if you really want total control.
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HYDRAULICS AND AXLES

ALL THE POWER YOU NEED.
Farmall A tractors deliver all the hydraulic flow you need to operate even power-hungry implements. The standard dual-pump, open-centre hydraulic
system comes with 35 l implement pump. If even this is not enough, you can add a 35 l auxiliary pump to take care of steering and services, so that
every ounce of power from the hydraulic system goes to your implement.

CHAMPION WEIGHTLIFTER.
Productivity soars with the best-in-class
hitch lift capacity and all the remote valves
you need to change implements easily and
quickly. The powerful three-point hitch

ALL THE REMOTE VALVES YOU NEED.
Farmall A tractors maximise their excellent versatility with a choice of remote valves. The hydraulic flow to
the implement is managed by the two standard closed-centre deluxe rear remote valves with flow control and
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delivers 23 percent more than competitive
tractors in the same class as the Farmall
A. The two standard deluxe remote valves

adjustable detent. You can add four closed-centre, deluxe rear remotes to run multiple hydraulic operations

with flow control and breakaway couplers

simultaneously. You can control them all comfortably from your seat. Hook-up and operation is intuitive with the

can easily be supplemented with two more

colour coded levers that correspond to the color of the remote valves.

remotes if needed.

You may not actually whistle when you work, but you’ll probably smile. That’s because the Farmall A series was created to give you everything you
need and the option to choose only what you want. And when you’re ready for your next Case IH machine, you’ll find the resale value will keep that
smile right where it is.

MULTI-TASK LIKE A PRO.

LOADERS FIT FOR EVERY TASK.

Haying, loading, blading, feeding the cattle and horses. It

Farmall A tractors can be offered loader-ready, by including an integrated park stand, new joystick and compact, protected

all needs to be done. Your Case IH dealer will work with

bucket level indicator. An increased bucket roll back angle on mechanical self-leveling loaders provides additional leveling

you to choose the best options and attachments for your

capabilities and helps eliminate spillage. A new Multi-Coupler design features flat-faced, no-spill couplers with electrical

new Farmall A series tractor so you can check tasks off

quick connect. The new Multi-Coupler tool makes it easy to connect all the hydraulics to your loader in one simple

your list quickly and efficiently.

operation. It eliminates problems with incorrect connections, pressure in the hoses or oil leaks. The Lock & Go automatic
quick coupling system lets you install and remove the loader with minimum effort, no loose parts and no tools.

LOADERS AND ATTACHMENTS

FIT FOR EVERY OPERATION.
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PARTS AND SERVICE

MORE THAN TRACTORS TO WORK FOR YOU:
WE’VE GOT PEOPLE TO WORK WITH YOU.
When you buy a Case IH machine, you can be sure not only that you’re buying the best product, but also
that you’ve got the best dealer back-up behind you. Case IH dealers can offer advice on selecting the right
machine, will ensure they deliver what you need when you need it, and will then continue to back you and
your equipment with the service and spare parts backing you’d expect from a name as trusted as Case IH.

SKILLED BUSINESS ADVISOR
AT YOUR DEALERSHIP. DEMAND MORE FROM
YOUR CASE IH DEALERSHIP.

MAINTAIN THE PRODUCTIVITY
OF YOUR INVESTMENT.
Case IH and its dedicated dealer network provide

DO NOT RISK YOUR MACHINE’S
LIFE. BUY CNH INDUSTRIAL
PARTS & SERVICE!

Purchasing a standalone piece of new equipment?

excellent support when you take delivery of your new

Protect the value of your investment. Behind every

Keeping a whole fleet up-to-date? Whatever your size

machine and whilst it remains in your ownership. On

Case IH product stands an extensive parts logistics

of operation, contact your local Case IH dealership for

the farm, you can rely on trained service professionals

organisation, stocking parts for products both old and

professional advice on your business needs. Case IH

to maintain the productivity of your investment.

new. Choosing to fit genuine Case IH parts will maintain

knows your farming needs best.

the safety, value and performance of your original
investment.
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FARMALL A SERIES SERIES TRACTORS SPECIFICATIONS
Since 1923, the Farmall name has been synonymous with power, performance, durability and value. Case IH is proud to expand the Farmall A heritage with a new line of 110 – 140 HP
tractors. These workhorse tractors provide value without compromise with many no-nonsense standard features, as-well-as factory options and dealer-installed options to create a tractor
right for your operation at the right price.

FARMALL A SPECIFICATIONS
POWER
Type
Engine HP at 2,200 RPM
PTO HP at 1,900 RPM
Number of Valves
Aspiration
ELECTRICAL
Alternator Standard
Battery Standard
TRANSMISSION / PTO
Standard (Base)
Optional
Optional
Creeper option
PTO - Standard/Optional (with Two Individual Shafts)
AXLES
Standard / Rear Axle
Bar Axle Diameter
Rear Bar Axle Length
Front Axle - Standard / Optional
Tread Adjustability
Wheelbase Standard 2WD / MFD
HYDRAULICS / HITCH
System Type Standard
Remotes - Standard / Optional
Implement Flow Capacity - Standard/Optional
Steering / Secondary Pump Capacity
Tractor Hydraulic Total Flow Capacity - Standard/Optional
3-Point Hitch Category
Lift capacity (OECD@610mm) standard / option 1 / option2
CAPACITIES
Fuel Tank
Engine Oil with Filter
Hydraulic Fluid
CAB
Mounting
Seat - Standard / Optional
WEIGHT
2WD w / ROPS, lbs. (kgs)
MFD w / ROPS, lbs. (kgs)
2WD w / cab, lbs. (kgs)
MFD w / cab, lbs. (kgs)

*)

FPT Industrial-engine

1)

FARMALL 110A

FARMALL 120A

110
95

118
98

FARMALL 125A

FARMALL 140A

125
105

140
117

Tier 3
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12
Turbocharged
120 Amp
12V-950 CCA
8x8 synchronized mechanical shuttle w/ left hand shuttle
8x8 synchronized hydraulic shuttle w/ left hand shuttle
16x8 dual power synchronized hydraulic shuttle w/ left hand shuttle
Available for all transmission

540 / 540 - 1,000

540 - 1,000 / Flange / Bar
78 mm
2 489 mm
2WD / Class 3 Non-Suspended Standard-Duty
1,626 – 2,032 mm

2,570 mm / 2,520 mm

2,667 mm / 2,642 mm
Fixed Displacement Pump (FD)
1 Deluxe Remotes / 4 Deluxe Remotes
49/84 L/min
30 L/min
83/132 L/min
Cat II standard
2,410 kg / 3,639 kg / 4,647kg

150 l
11 l

235 l
14 l
62 l
Iso-Mounted
Mechanical / Air suspension

8,003 (3,630)
8,642 (3,920)
8,708 (3,950)
9,348 (4,240)

8,091 (3,670)
8,818 (4,000)
8,885 (4,030)
9,524 (4,320)

9,061 (4,110)
9,700 (4,400)
9,766 (4,430)
10,406 (4,720)

9,061 (4,110)
9,700 (4,400)
9,766 (4,430)
10,406 (4,720)

ECE R-120 correspond to ISO TR14396
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Safety never hurts! Always read the Operator’s Manual before working with any equipment. Inspect equipment before using it, and be sure it is operating properly. Follow the product safety signs, and use any safety features provided. This literature has been published for worldwide circulation. The standard and optional
equipment and the availability of individual models may vary from one country to the next. Case IH reserves the right to undertake modifications without prior notice to the design and technical equipment at all times without this resulting in any obligation whatsoever to make such modifications to units already sold.
Whilst every effort is made to ensure that the specifications, descriptions and illustrations in this brochure are correct at the time of going to press, these are also subject to change without prior notice. Illustrations may show optional equipment or may not show all standard equipment. Case IH recommends
lubricants.
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